Underprepared learners of all ages will need new
rigorous routes that can help them advance quickly
and efficiently from wherever they start — and enable
them to meet the higher expectations of colleges and
employers. For example, a laid-off, mid-career adult may
need opportunities to obtain new skills that make her
highly employable once again, while a first-time college
student can gain crucial exposure to postsecondary
learning and even save money by obtaining college
credits before having graduated high school. There is
no doubt that all of this would be a major undertaking
but one that the region cannot afford to ignore.
To be truly transformative, this effort cannot come
solely from educators and schools. Rather, a long-term,
regional campaign of political commitment and public
will is needed. We will need effective messaging about
the challenges facing our region, improvements and
innovation in practice that can help more underprepared
youth and adults advance and succeed, and policy
changes that can spread and sustain more effective
learning opportunities and outcomes.
Such efforts may spur a wave of invention of new
options and models for serving struggling and underprepared individuals and enable them to benefit
from postsecondary learning. These could include
models that blend high school with early college and
postsecondary apprenticeship programs that quickly
prepare disconnected young adults for decent-paying

careers. Sound investments in the infrastructure of
policies and partnerships for change could be sustained
over time and lead to significant upgrading of knowledge,
skills and economic success.
To spur innovation and improvement, philanthropic
institutions must play a critical role. These organizations
can expand their visions to help the region respond to
the challenges that come with transformative change, for
they are uniquely positioned to strategically support
and prod New England’s educational institutions to
improve prospects for the region’s underserved residents.
New England’s reputation for educational excellence
and intellectual capital is well-documented. To maintain
that reputation in a knowledge-based economy and society,
we need to challenge some long-held assumptions about
what it means for all citizens to be sufficiently educated.
Cecilia Le is a researcher and Richard Kazis is
senior vice president at Boston-based Jobs for the
Future. Both are authors, along with Terry Grobe of
Jobs for the Future and Rob Muller and Alix Beatty of
Practical Strategies LLC, of the Nellie Mae Education
Foundation report “What It Takes to Succeed in the 21st
Century — and How New Englanders Are Faring”
from which this column was adapted. The full report
is available at www.nmefdn.org and www.jff.org
Email: cle@jff.org or rkazis@jff.org.

The Future of the Skilled Labor Force
New England’s supply of recent college graduates
ALICIA C. SASSER

O

ne of New England’s greatest assets is its
skilled labor force, which has historically
been an engine of economic growth in
the region. But the skilled labor force of the future
is growing more slowly in New England than in the
rest of the United States. Since 2000, the population
of “recent college graduates” — individuals ages
22 to 27 with a bachelor’s degree or higher — has
grown by less than 9% in New England, roughly half
the U.S. increase. This is better than the 11% drop in the
number of recent college graduates that the region
faced in the previous decade. But the increase since
2000 has not offset those earlier losses, making
New England the only region to see a decline in
this population since 1990. [See Figure 1.]

The need to attract and retain recent college graduates
has become a salient issue in every New England state.
Policymakers and business leaders alike are concerned
that an inadequate supply of skilled workers will hamper
economic growth by creating barriers for companies
looking to locate or expand in New England. Yet few
steps have been taken to tackle this challenge.

Factors Affecting Stock of Recent Grads
Every year, the region adds to its stock of recent college
graduates, as each successive cohort of young adults flows
through the education pipeline: entering college, completing
degrees and choosing where to locate. Three main factors
affect the stock of recent college graduates:
• The supply of young adults to be educated at New
England institutions — whether native to the region,
from other parts of the United States or from abroad
— is the primary source of growth for the region’s
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population of recent college graduates. Students who
attend college in New England account for more than
three-quarters of the recent college graduates living in
the region.
• The rate of educational attainment among native
young adults — or the percentage of high school graduates
who choose to go on to college — is also key because
native New Englanders account for roughly 70% of
college enrollments within the region.
• The migration decisions of individuals also apply.
Regions may increase the size of this population by
either retaining those educated within the region or by
attracting those who have received degrees elsewhere.
Retention is especially important in New England because
the region imports a relatively high share of its student
body from other parts of the country — about 30% of
the incoming class each year.

Figure 1: Slower Growth
The population of recent college graduates is growing more
slowly in New England than elsewhere in the United States.
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How These Factors Have Changed
The supply of young adults fell sharply in New England
during the 1980s and has been growing more slowly
than nationally since then. This trend primarily reflects
a period of low birth rates during the 1970s. The result
is that New England had roughly 25% fewer native
young adults of college-going age during the 1990s
than in the 1980s.
Since then, the number of young adults of college-going
age in New England has grown at a slower rate than in
other parts of the country. Moreover, despite a growing
number of students coming from elsewhere in the United
States and abroad, the increases from these two groups
were a drop in the bucket compared with the sharp drop
in the number of native young adults. Essentially, the
region has not been producing enough of the basic input
— young adults — to put through the education pipeline.
With no way to reverse the effects of a decade of
lower birth rates, New England has had to rely on
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increasing the rate of educational attainment among
young adults. The share of high school graduates
attending college in the ’90s rose sharply across the
United States, but even more in New England — going
from one-third of high school graduates at the start
of the decade to just over one-half at the end.

Despite a growing number of students
coming from outside the region, New
England has not been producing
enough young adults to put through
the education pipeline.
As a result, the educational attainment of native
young adults increased more rapidly in New England
than in most other parts of the nation — with nearly
one in three native young adults having a college
degree in 2006. In comparison, slightly more than one
in five young adults was a college graduate for the
nation as a whole. Thus, despite the sharp drop in the
number of young adults in New England (25%), the
decline in the number of recent college graduates was
only half as steep (11%), because of the rising share of
young adults receiving a college education.
Despite New England’s higher educational attainment, some are concerned that the region retains too
few college graduates or at least fewer than in the past.
Migration patterns have changed little for this group,
but the situation is more complex. Typical migration
rates for New England often show net out-migration
among recent college graduates — meaning that more
individuals are leaving than entering the region. This
is because such rates reflect only moves made upon
graduation from region of institution to region of adult
residence, failing to capture the earlier in-migration of
students to New England to attend college.
Why is this important? As a net importer of college
students, these inflows are sizeable and more than
offset the negative outflows of those who leave upon
graduation. More students come to New England for
college than leave to attend college elsewhere. And
though the region holds on to only a fraction of that
net influx, it still comes out ahead. So when analyzing
migration patterns of recent college graduates, it is
important to account for where students came from,
where they received their degrees and where they
chose to locate after graduating.
Although the region adds to the number of recent
college graduates with each graduating class, New
England retains a lower share of students upon graduation
compared with other regions. For the graduating class
of 2000, roughly 70% of recent college graduates were
still living in New England one year after graduation,
compared with about 80% for the Mid-Atlantic region
and 88% for the Pacific region. [See Figure 2.]

